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Our My Daughter: One line a day A Memory Book for 5 Years is a dated notebook with 365 pages for you to write your daily memories along 5 years, so each year you can go back and read
what you lived during those years. It is created to keep an easy journaling by only having to write one line a day. You can write a gratitude note, inspirational quotes, something funny you lived
that day, a special holiday or celebration, a milestone of one of your children, etc. Perfect Gift for Birthday, Mother's Day, Christmas, or any other special occasion. Details: 6 in x 9 in, perfect
size to carry along or place on your night table. 370 pages with a cute interior design. Dated with spaces for you to write which year you will start with. Soft Cover with trendy stylish designs
and glossy finish Great to practice gratitude journaling, keeping memories, easy journal for busy moms. Don't forget to click on the author name to find other notebooks, journals, planners and
more designs.
One Line a Day Journals for life-tracking and simple diary writing notebook for a 5-year span! Daily Paragraph Journal Space 365 days x 5 years Soft Matte Cover Premium Paper 6" x 9"
Sturdy, Durable Design Start Anytime - Add Your Own Dates! Years ago, after my grandmother's passing, we came across her old leather-bound five-year journals. They were simple, one line
a day books, in five-year groups, from her childhood on the farm during the Great Depression, and later in the '40s and '50s when she moved into town, got her first apartment, went to college
and even started courting my grandfather (among other young men!). She logged every little event from game nights with relatives, programs they listened to on the radio, what she wore, the
day she bought her own furniture to furnish her new apartment, and she even logged the days she washed and permed her hair! I fell so much in love with these little snippets of life from the
woman I only knew in her old age and it occurred to me what a treasure these little paragraphs of her life really were - it was like a time-machine into the past and into her early life. Our OneLine-a-Day diaries are designed to pass along a line or two per day of your heritage on to the next generation and passed down for decades to come. Designed with a paragraph of space for
each of the 365 days in a year, times five! A beautiful gift for a loved one, elementary children, high school and college, these journals make the perfect space for collecting memories,
collecting simple gratitude affirmations - one day, one line at a time! (c)2019 Hinterland Journals & Keepsakes. All Rights Reserved.
5 Year Journal One Line a Day! Revisit thoughts and memories | 5 Year Journal One Line a Day. More than a daily diary or journal: For those daunted by the idea of keeping a journal or diary,
the simple commitment of just One Line a Day is manageable for everyone with 5 Year Journal One Line a Day. Each page of the journal includes an entry for five successive years, allowing
users to revisit previous thoughts on a specific day of the year over the span of five years, and reflect on change and progress with 5 Year Journal One Line a Day. Use the One Line a Day
5-year journal format to provide an insightful snapshot of your thoughts, memories, change, and progress on each of the 365 days of the year with 5 Year Journal One Line a Day. See
patterns emerge as important events like anniversaries, birthdays, and holidays come and go with 5 Year Journal One Line a Day. As the pages fill, you'll discover happy coincidences and
have a chance to relive forgotten moments with 5 Year Journal One Line a Day. A valuable alternative to the 5-minute journal format, One Line a Day will appeal to those new to the journaling
habit and seasoned journalers alike with 5 Year Journal One Line a Day. A great way to begin the day or to put down a final thought before falling asleep at night Durable and elegantly
designed with a ribbon for easily opening to the right page Makes a great graduation or milestone birthday gift, or for someone starting on a new journey in life with 5 Year Journal One Line a
Day. This classic memory-keeper is the perfect way to track the ups and downs of life, day by day. 5 Year Journal One Line a Day 5 Year Journal One Line a Day. Product details: ?8 x 10
inches?368 pages ?Matte
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One Line a Day Journals for life-tracking and simple diary writing notebook for a 5-year span! Daily Paragraph Journal Space 365 days x 5 years Soft Matte Cover Premium
Paper 6" x 9" Sturdy, Durable Design Start Anytime - Add Your Own Dates! Years ago, after my grandmother's passing, we came across her old leather-bound five-year journals.
They were simple, one line a day books, in five-year groups, from her childhood on the farm during the Great Depression, and later in the '40s and '50s when she moved into
town, got her first apartment, went to college and even started courting my grandfather (among other young men!). She logged every little event from game nights with relatives,
programs they listened to on the radio, what she wore, the day she bought her own furniture to furnish her new apartment, and she even logged the days she washed and
permed her hair! I fell so much in love with these little snippets of life from the woman I only knew in her old age and it occurred to me what a treasure these little paragraphs of
her life really were - it was like a time-machine into the past and into her early life. Our One-Line-a-Day diaries are designed to pass along a line or two per day of your heritage
on to the next generation and passed down for decades to come. Designed with a paragraph of space for each of the 365 days in a year, times five! A beautiful gift for a loved
one, elementary children, high school and college, these journals make the perfect space for collecting memories, collecting simple gratitude affirmations - one day, one line at a
time! (c)2019 Gratitude Journal Hinterland. All Rights Reserved.
One Line a Day Journal A lovely journal notebook to record happy, sad, funny and loving moments in life. With dated pages and space for 5 diary entries per year, this journal is
a perfect five-year memory book to write down and revisit your most precious memories. This large edition (7.5 x 9.25 in) includes 3 dates per page, and the bigger format
provides plenty of room to right short sentences each day. Beautiful as a gift for friends, loved ones or yourself, this adorable journal and memory book features: 7.5" x 9.25"
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dimensions with a high-quality soft matte cover A quick list of content to easily find the month you are starting your 5-year journaling adventure Dated pages to write down your
memories year round Space for 5 entries per day (one for each year) to keep record of your life for up to 5 years 3 days in each page (plus single pages for the thirty-first of each
month and extra space for leap year) Easy and fun way to look back and remember the most special moments Perfect as a unique gift for moms, wife, and loved ones If you are
looking for more lines per date, check the 6x9 in edition (with 360 dated pages) also published by us -> One Sentence a Day Publishing.
One Line a Day Journal| 365 Days Five Years of Memories Keep 5 years of your most precious memories in a beautifully designed keepsake journal.It contains 365 pages, each
with five separate lined areas allowing you to write down and revisit your most precious memories. Whether as a thoughtful gift or a journal for yourself, the pages are ready and
waiting to be filled. Features: - 365 pages for 5 years of cherished memories - Dimensions: 6" x 9" - Add your own year so you can start your One Line a Day journal on any day
of the year! - Makes a great gift for yourself or someone you love!
Get creative and remember the days with this six-year memory book. Write down your goals for the month and the dates to remember from the previous month. This is a perfect
gift for yourself, a friend or a family member who values special dates and memories. They will be able to look back at six-year memories with this journal.
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This beautifully designed One Line a Day: Five Years of Memories will inspire thoughtful daily reflections and become a keepsake record to treasure long after its pages are filled. It contains a page per day
with five separate lined areas for each year. It makes the perfect thoughtful gift for Birthdays, Christmas, Valentines, Anniversaries, Mothers Day or a journal for yourself. This would also be the perfect book
for keeping those teenage memories when starting Secondary School, College and University. Get one for your colleague, friend, partner or for that special someone to help them write their memories: the
pages are ready and waiting to be filled. Specifications: Beautifully designed cover: Blue Canvas image Paperback Cover Finish: Glossy Dimensions: 6x9 in (slightly bigger than A5) White paper interior
Check out our other designs by clicking on the Me Books link next to 'Follow the Author'; we have a wide variety of designs and adding more all the time.
With 366 pages ( one for each day including leap year ) this Five Year Memory Book allows you to write down all the happy, precious and funny memories about your baby. As the years pass by, you will have
a snapshot of your thoughts and memories, giving you new perspectives and insights. More Details include: 366 Dated Pages Five pre lined spaces ( write your own year) each day. High Quality white paper
Beautifully designed Soft Cover with an elegant Matte finish 6"x9" size. Make an amazing gift to any new Parent, perfect as a Baby shower gift or as an invaluable gift to yourself!
One Line A Day...2 Years Of Precious Memories A perfect baby shower, new Mom, and first Mother's Day gift. Capture the everyday moments of motherhood with a quick and easy to maintain 2 year baby
journal and memory book. More than a daily diary or memory book Take away the guilt from not making that baby scrapbook with mom's one line a day, 2 year journal and memory book. With enough space
to record a single thought, a memorable milestone, or special event each day in the 2 year journal. This beautiful keepsake makes sure those precious memories will last a lifetime. Looking back it will provide
a lasting snapshot of your thoughts, memories, and babies growth and progress on each of the 365 days of your baby's year. Perfect for the busy mom on the go who wants to capture everyday moments of
motherhood for 2 years in the grown of her baby. Daily diary pages allow for an entry for 2 successive years - One journal entry for each of two years on a given date. A valuable alternative to the five minute
journal format Mom fans of the One line a day memory books will love to record and reflect on two years of babies life in Mom's One line a day. Record the everyday moments of Motherhood before starting
your busy day or before falling asleep at night with a quick and easy to maintain 2 year memory book. Tracks for child's changes and progress from day to day or year to year and preserves memories The
busy mom's memory book to remember 2 years of priceless moments A wonderful way to record the everyday, small but significant events in your life as a Mom
A beautifully designed 5-year notebook that gives you space to be creative with your thoughts every day - it's perfect for the modern you. * One line a day for 5 years, write about the best part of your day,
write a poem, write a special memory... * Premium Design * Soft matte cover * High quality * Durable * 5.5" x 8.5" size * Inspirational Cover This notebook can travel with you, wherever you go and help
inspire you to your best thoughts.
A Mother's Journal - A beautiful New Mother's Journal - start recording your memories before your precious one is born. Journal each step of their life to provide wonderful memories to look back upon. What
did your child say or do last year on this day? Imagine recording your child's first day of kindergarten and realizing it was also the day they took their first steps! A perfect Baby Shower Gift for the future mom.
Mom's One Line a Day diary creates an amazing and simple method to create a 5-year memory book. With just a couple minutes each day, a lifetime of memories is created. One Line A Day - a journey to
document 5 years of memories. Each day brings ups and downs, happiness and joy, first events and so much more. This stylish yet simple journal will capture life's special moments one line a day creating a
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Five-Year memory book. Daily Diary - each page will capture a specific day's memories and thoughts across five years. It will be a provide an account of that day creating a five-year book of memories.
Gratitude Journal - an interactive journal that provides a creative workspace to capture life's special moments or record memorable occasions. The power of positive thinking will enable you to appreciate
more Great Gifts - The One Line a Day Journal makes a great gift for any occasion! Great gift for new moms, dads, grads, moms, daughters, teachers, and just about everyone on your gift list. Great for: Baby
Shower Gifts, Birthday gifts, Christmas gifts, Hanukah gifts, Communion gifts, Confirmation gifts, Mother's Day gifts. One Line a Day Journal: Tracks progress and change A great way to start or end your day
Creates an appreciation for life's events Provides introspection and reflection of one's life 6" x 9" Softcover Book Five Year Memory Book
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This One Line A Day Journal with cute Sloth design is an easy way to record funny, loving, sad, happy or poignant moments in life. It contains 120 pages, 6"x9", allowing you to write down and revisit your
most precious memories. Whether as a thoughtful gift or a journal for yourself, the pages are ready and waiting to be filled.

Want to revisit previous thoughts and cherished memories but hate writing long entries? This is the journal for you. This classic memory keeper is the perfect way to track the ups
and downs of life daily for 365 days. This is a great journal, ideal for anyone who either hates journaling but wants to do it to have something to look back on, or someone who
enjoys ruminating over their day and choosing one thing to highlight, or for anyone who just wants to keep a brief ongoing journal. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - Simple and easy
to use, each day with five separate lined areas allowing you to write down and revisit your most precious memories. It's not dated so it's never too late for you to start. Whether as
a thoughtful gift or a journal for yourself, the pages are ready and waiting to be filled.A NOTEBOOK BUILT TO LAST- We want your journal to last a long time so you can always
look back on your previous entries without the worry that it will fall apart. The sturdy cover is made of tough paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages
won't fall out after a few months of use.WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleed-through. PERFECT SIZE- With its 15.24 x 22.86 cm (6" x
9") dimensions, you can squeeze it into a purse with ease. It's easier to transport, the perfect size- easy to carry!COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs
for you to choose from. Get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We stand for quality and aim to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Start
your own journal or make a gift for anyone in the family and ensure your memories are never forgotten. Get a copy now!
This beautiful One Line A Day Journal is an easy way to record all moments of your life, be it funny, loving, sad, happy or poignant moments in life. This One Line A Day Journal
is big in size, 8"x10", and contains 365 pages. On each page, you will see five areas with lines under each, allowing you to write down your daily memory. This One Line A Day
Journal can be given as a new mom gifts. Whether it's one question a day, daily journal, baby journal, or memory book; this 5 year journal can be used in many ways.
DETAILS:*365 Pages - One For Each Day of The Year*High quality pages*Glossy, Stylish, Elegant Cover Art*Dimensions: 8" x 10"*Perfect Bound*Great for New Moms!
One Line a Day - a 5 Year Memory BookA 5 Year Journal, Daily Journal, Daily Diary, Yearly Journal, Notebook
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